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RETAILERS HAVE A GROWING NEED
FOR FRESH GOODS, PREPARED MEALS
AND CHILLED DRINKS. BUT
ENVIRONMENTAL RESTRICTIONS ARE
STRICTER THAN EVER AND ENERGY
COSTS MUST BE KEPT UNDER CONTROL.

Secker’s Launch EcoTherm
EcoTherm utilises the waste heat from refrigeration & air
conditioning plant to generate FREE hot water & heating
and could potentially replace conventional heating
systems. It is environmentally friendly, reduces your
carbon footprint & saves you money on your energy bills.
Turn to page 2 to learn more

SECKER & SONS (NORWICH) LTD HAVE A RANGE

Glass doors for multi-decks

OF ENVIRONMENTAL PRODUCTS DESIGNED TO HELP
REDUCE YOUR ENERGY BILLS & IMPROVE YOUR
CARBON FOOTPRINT.

With glass doors you can save up to 50 per cent of the
energy otherwise expended in cooling.
Turn to page 3 to learn more

LED Lighting
Installing LED lighting to your shop and/or refrigeration
cabinets can dramatically reduce your energy bills.
Turn to page 3 to learn more

Daikin CVP
Secker & Sons can offer a total ‘one stop’ refrigeration
solution that optimises performance and efficiency, while
offering lower energy consumption and running costs, thus
minimising carbon emissions too.
Turn to page 4 to learn more

Secker & Sons (Norwich) Ltd
7 St. John’s Close
Norwich
Norfolk
NR1 2PR
www.seckers.com
E: sales@seckers.com
T: 01603 616419

Air Conditioning Heat Pumps
Installing air conditioning to your shop & offices enables
you to stay cool in the summer and warm in the winter.
Due to inverter technology it is one of the most efficient
heating systems available.
Turn to page 4 to learn more
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EcoTherm – Heat Reclaim Technology
SECKER’S ECOTHERM SYSTEM
In today’s economic climate of rising fuel costs
and environmental awareness, Secker & Sons
(Norwich) Ltd recognises that there is a demand
for energy efficient and environmentally friendly
solutions.
We are offering a radical new system that
harnesses waste heat energy created by
refrigeration plant to provide FREE hot water
thereby eliminating the need to heat water by a
conventional boiler. Unlike other systems on the
market, the hot water produced is food safe, so
can be used for washing and cleaning as well as
food and drink preparation. In addition, we can
also use the waste heat energy to provide FREE
heating to your premises.
Our system is designed to suit any size of
application from a single compressor to a multi
pack plant – we have installed this system into
small independent butchers as well as large scale
abattoirs saving our clients thousands of pounds
a year.
Let us show you how you can:
•
•
•

Save money on your energy bills
Reduce your carbon footprint
Obtain a government grant to help with the
costs

CALL US NOW FOR A SURVEY
01603 616419
…………Here’s how it works

GREEN MACHINE!
Budgens Supermarket in Bow hit the headlines in the Convenience
Store Magazine recently by “slashing its energy bills with a cutting
edge heat reclaim system.”
Dee Vaidya’s business was facing increasing demands of energy
for food preparation & heating following a successful store
refurbishment by Secker & Sons in 2009. With the cost of fuel
rising significantly, Dee was receptive to the concept of energy
saving technology.
The radical new system, designed by our in house technical team
harnesses waste heat energy created by the store’s refrigeration
plant to heat the entire store and replaces the old gas system &
associated running costs. If this wasn’t enough, EcoTherm also
generates all of the store’s considerable hot water needs, thereby
eliminating the need to heat water by a conventional boiler. In fact,
it produces more than 120ltrs of hot water per hour.
Unlike other systems on the market, the hot water produced is food
safe, so can be used for food and drink preparation as well as
washing and cleaning; perfect considering the store has a busy
food-to-go counter.
Dee told the Convenience Store: “Prior to the installation, hot air
from my chillers was just being wasted, pumped out into the street
by expensive to operate and noisy fans. While all this waste heat
was being expelled, I was racking up large bills as my old electric
and gas boilers struggled to heat the store and provide all my hot
water needs.”
The store now has no heating bills and Secker’s predict that Dee
will see a return on his investment in less than three years, after
which time he will save a minimum of £8,000 a year as the cost of
energy continues to rise.
“In addition to the vast savings on my energy bills, I’ll also have a
green advantage over my competitors, and peace of mind that I’ll
be protected from further fuel price hikes and government climaterelated taxes,” he says.
The store can now boast a reduction in its carbon footprint of 43
tonnes a year, 19 tonnes of which can be attributed
2 to the 750,000
litres of hot water that are now readily available.
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Glass Doors for Refrigerated Multi-decks
RETRO FITTED GLASS DOORS
With glass doors you can save up to 50% of the energy otherwise
expended in cooling. This will significantly reduce both CO² pollution and
your running costs. You will be making an active contribution to
environmental protection, and your supermarket’s image will be
significantly enhanced among those customers with greater awareness of
climate change. You will be taking a sustainably profitable course of action,
as doors will pay for themselves in fewer than three years thanks to the
energy cost savings.
Additional features & benefits:
•
•
•
•

Danny O’Sullivan,Budgens Fetcham

Tailor-made to blend perfectly into your display cabinets
The modern design will give a boost to the overall look of your
chilled foods section.
Crystal-clear and easy to use
Customer will stay longer because the temperature in store will be
more attractive

Following installation of your new doors, Secker’s engineers will reconfigure your refrigeration plant to optimise
performance & efficiency often reducing the number of compressors needed to run your multidecks.
Secker & Sons have recently installed hinged glass doors to half of the cabinets at Danny O’Sullivan’s Budgens store in
Fetcham. "Doors recommended by Seckers after detailed survey and energy saving calculations. Fitting and door quality
exceptional, has improved both appearance and comfort levels in my business ... customers love them! The net result has
been immediate energy saving in the region of 30% per annum. I would highly recommend this product."

Call us now on 01603 616419

LED Lighting
LED LIGHTING
The RITEK LED Panel light is a new type of ultra sliim, lightweight LED
product designed for indoor use. With a large visible area, no generation of
heat or UV rays, long operational life & energy saving properties it is ideal for
a wide range of applications.
This practical, easy to install, high quality product is designed with a cleaner,
greener & more efficient business in mind. The product boasts the following
features:
•
•
•
•
•

69% power saving over 3x the lifetime of T8 lighting fixtures saving
you money
Industry standard dimensions (600 x 600 and 1200 x 600)
High brightness, low light dissipation & no glare
More than 40,000 hour life span
Environmentally friendly production

LED Panel Lights for use in suspended ceilings

Refrigerated cabinets used to be synonymous with high energy consumption in food retailing. Switching to LED lighting brings
you a step forward economically, ecologically and in terms of maintenance.
•
•
•
•

Reduce energy costs by up to 75%
Significantly reduce maintenance costs
Improve your product visibility and shopping experience
Become a greener supermarket by decreasing your carbon footprint
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Environmentally Conscious Engineering
DAIKIN CVP
Conveni-Pack offers a solution for a changing
business environment. There is an increasing demand
from customers for more fresh goods, however,
combine this with increasing utility costs, higher power
consumption and strict environmental policies, and
you find it is becoming harder to meet your monthly
expenditure. CVP is a versatile and low noise energy
saving system that has proven benefits for retail store
formats:
CVP (Conveni-pack), the first of it’s type on the
European market, is a combined refrigeration / air
conditioning pack that includes heat recovery, thereby
minimizing energy consumption. It is ideally suited to
supermarkets and garage forecourts, however, due to
it’s modular design, multiple systems can be installed
for stores with a larger footprint.
CVP can be connected to medium and low
temperature
refrigeration,
with
the
medium
refrigeration duty being converted to heating. The
system recovers up to 100% of the heat extracted
from supermarket refrigeration cases and re-uses it to
provide FREE heat to the retail space, to improve
comfort conditions in store. This eliminates the need to
install & run separate air conditioning systems. CVP is
supplied with a wide range of air conditioning indoor
units to meet shop requirements, including in ceiling
cassettes, VRV’s and air curtains.
Secker & Sons are D1 partners and are accredited
installers of CVP.
Charles Mills, Budgens Mortimer recently had this
system installed “I have been extremely happy with
this system. Over the past 10 months I have had no
service calls – it is so reliable. Secker’s engineers
were a credit to the company & I look forward to
working with them again on my new project next year.”

Daikin CVP typical installation

Inverter driven heat pump technology

HEAT PUMP TECHNOLOGY
A family business since 1945, we have our roots in
refrigeration engineering. We deliver professional, precise
and efficient installations, & our engineers pride
themselves on leaving you with a clean and tidy site on
completion. The air conditioning systems we design range
from single split systems to multi split systems and
Variable Refrigerant Flow (VRF or VRV) systems.
Following a survey, our in house technicians will determine
exactly the right system to suit your business (or domestic)
requirements. All of our systems use inverter technology
producing just the right amount of output to match the
exact requirement of any building. These systems work so
efficiently (using about 40% less energy than their fixed
speed predecessors) that they don’t waste valuable
energy by over-heating or over-cooling, resulting in greatly
reduced running costs. In addition, the majority of air
conditioning systems installed by Secker & Sons (Norwich)
Ltd incorporate heat pump technology.
There is a large range of commercial & domestic air
conditioning systems available so let our technical team
offer you expert and independent advice for the most
appropriate equipment for your building. Your quotation
will be competitive and comprehensive with no hidden
extras.
We work closely with & supply units from world-leading
manufacturers including Daikin. Equipment is carefully
selected for proven reliability, high efficiency and low
noise. Working with these suppliers allows us to offer our
clients the highest quality air conditioning systems and as
well as an assurance that technical support is readily
available and replacement parts can be easily sourced. In
our opinion, these products offer high build quality,
exceptional performance, and offer the best long-term
value for money.
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